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WE ARE TOLD THAT UNDER THE
new tax law, if and wben It becomes ef·
iective, the individual lwiU be subjected
to certain requirements if certain specified conditions exist. If his income for
lMZ was less than for 1943 he will apply
one method of computation, but. it the
1942 income was areater he will do
somethtn1 flae. If he has paid the M&fCh
installment on his former tax he must
presently pay the June installment. If
those payments exceed what the aovernment claims for that year h wm be
given credit, otherwise he mu1t make up
the difference. If his tax on 1942 income was less than $50 it \Vill be com•
pletely wiped out. If it amounted to $66.67
half of it will be exempt, and if it exceeds that amount he will be given a 75
per cent abatement. Then after July 1
there will be
ucted from h1a aalary
check 20 per
th .amount le exemptions
th
family tatus. He
U.te 19'2 Sncom aa
well a he ~ &lid 1f
wron1
an adjustmfnt w1U be made next year
when his ~ ret\ltn 1s made

*

*

*

MAYBE THAT LOOKS SIMPLE, AND
perhaps tt d.oean't, l, I don't Intend to
rack my brain trying to figure it out. I
shall pay my .Tune inatallment and let
the rest be figured by the government.
Some day the government will tell me
how much I owe, and I shall settle, if I
have the money. If I have anything coming I wm get it, either tn cash or in credit on future taxes. I'm not going to install
a new system of bookkeeping, or wear
out a lot of pencils, or lie awake nights.
We have a lot of people in government
offices who are paid · to do all that sort
of figuring. Let them figure, and if the,re
is any lying awake night. to be done, ,!et
them do it.

:A.GAIN WE HA.VE THE ~NNUAL
spring nuisance of marauding dogs, and
because we have more gardens this year
than usual the nuisance affects more peo·
ple and is more pronounced. One lady reports that her vegetable garden was practically ruined by five or six big dogs
romping over lt. The police department
ve public notice ,ome time ago notify.
1 g an dog owners to keep their animals
under control, and giving notice, also, that
the trespassing of dog on gardens woUld
not be tolerated. Naturally the police ,
can't keep men guarding gardens all over
town, but undoubtedly the department
will be glaii to respond to telephone calls
giving notice of c1epredtttons by dogs on
victory gardent. The cfepartment can be
reached by telephone by calling No. 4.

*

•

•

'nlE WAR LABOR BOARD SEEMS
to have mlde a deaperate effort to get
more mOJSey for the coal miners without

raJ11n1 their wages. Probably the miners

mnot care much what the advances are

called 10 lonr as they get the cash.

*

* *

MOST OF THE LE'ITERS THAT
come from Alaaka tell of the great number and enonnou size of the mosquitoes
in that territory. There was a time when
New Jersey mosquitoes were reported to
be the biggest and fiercest in the world.
I wonder if most of the stories about
mo.sqult<>e.!! in those distant places are not
Paul Bunyan yams. Not that I question
the stories about the prevalence of the
mosquito plague 1n either place, . but I
wonder if the insects are any worse in
either Alaska or New Jersey than they
are 1ometimes in North Dakota, or many
oth•r places.

* *

*

NEW JERSEY HAS A LARGE AREA

of marsh land where mosquitoes can
breed all summer long. In Alaska it rains
about every other day, or oftener so the
territory is fUll of breeding places for
mosquitoes, North Dakota has less rain
and the breeding places often dry up, so
that we have periods here when there
are no mosquitoes in .evidence. But in a
showery time our mosquitoes appear in
clouds of millions, and I don't belteve they
~e thicker anywhere. Any North Dakota
farmer can teB }'OU that at certain times
his horses and cattle have been so dense1 Iy covered with the pests that tt was im·
possible to see their real color throu,h
the masses of gray insects.

*

*

*

AS TO SIZE, I DON'T THINK IT
counts. A little mosquito is as persistent
and as poisonous as a big one, and it can
get through a screen through which a big
one cannot pass. I · am willing to admit
that in Alaska the mosquito plague is
more continuous than it ls here, but I
will back the North Dakota mosquito for
being as fierce and as poisonous as any
oth

MARINES ON GU AD AL CA NA L
found a number of metal cylinders that
had been abandoned . by the retreating
Japanese. The cylinders were approached
cautiously, as it was suspected that they
might be mines or booby traps, but they
were found to be water filters of a type
unknown to our forces. Ours are rapid
sand filters, but the Japanese filled their
cylinders with porous clay, through which
water was forced under high pressure.
The results evidently were satisfactory to
the Japanese.

*

*

*

AS. A RULE THE MORE RAPIDLY
water is filtered the less the degree of
sterilization. The slow sand filter will
sterilize water perfectly-if the process
is slow enough. The original filter in
Grand Forks, the first municipal filter
to be installed anywhere in the West,
was of the "slow" type, the water being
spread over a large surface and per~itted
to seep slowly through several feet of
sand. The surface of the sand became
coated with a jelly-like substance which
retarded the flow but facilitated purifi·
cation.
·

* * *

IN THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE
plant unwashed sand was used, and in
much of it there was a considerable admixture of clay. The tendency of this
mixture was to stratify, and at one time
the stratification became so great that
scarcely any water got through the bed.
On this account there was the prospect of
the city running short of water, and some
caretaker conceived the brilliant idea of
speeding up the flow by punching the
.sand full of holes with a crowbar. This
permitted more water to pass throu~h
the filter, but it was found that bacteria
also were getting through. We were pass•
ing plenty of water through the filter,
but we were not sterilizing it. Fortunate·
Jy, the water in its raw state was not
very bad at that time, and not much
damage was done.

*

*

*

A PROPERLY CONSTRUCTED SLOW
,iand filter is thoroughly efficient if it is
properly operated, but a slow filter large
enough to supply the needs of the Grand
Forks of today would require acres of
space. For that reason the present type of

rapid filter was installed. It takes less
pace than the slow filter, and, with its
many processes, is completely efficient.
Under modern conditions the treatment
of water has become in effect a manufacturing process, fully as complicated as
the manufacture of flour from wheat
taken from the field. Today there is
scarcely a city of any considerable size
which does not "manufacture" its drinking water from the raw material taken
from streams or wells. Sometimes we
sing of the "old oaken bucket," but such
wells as that in which the bucket hung
is more than likely to contain contaminated water. Tourist agencies have long
warned travelers to avoid wayside wells,
or to boil the water from them if it must
be used, and to give preference to city
taps for drinking water.

*

*

*

*

*

*

HORSE RACES ARE WELL p ATronized, and betting at them is reported
to be on a larger scale than ever. One
reason is that in the large centers there
is more loose money than ever before.
Someone deplores this on the ground that
the money spent in betting at the races
is wasted and could be put to a better
purpose. But, strictly speaking, is the
money wasted. Fifty thousand people at·
tend a race and bet their money. Half of
them-perhaps more than half-lose. But
somebody else wins. There is just as
much money as there was before. It is
merely in different hands. It ·is just as
available for every laudable purpose as
it was before. Meanwhile a lot of people
have had fun winning while others have
suffered the disappointment of losing.
Some way or other these things seem to
even themselves up.
PERSONS WHO WATCHED THE
Memorial day parade were interested in
hearing the soldiers sing as they marched. And they sang well. If the local ai
men are a fair sample, this is decidedly a
singing army. The boys sing as they
march back and forth on the University
campus. They sing at their athletic exercises. They sing in their dormitories. And
they sing as if they enjoyed it. Good
work.

MANY VICl'ORY GARDENERS ARE
having experience not unlike that of the
writer of a letter which appeared in a
garden magazine. A few years ago the
writer bought the ho~ where he now
lives. The lawn in the back yard was
in poor condition when he bought the
place, and he has tried to improve It,
with meager results. This year, under
the Victory gardening urge, he undertook to make a vegetable 1arden of It.
Then he discovered wb7
Jal
not pros
hauling
t
house had spread clay from the
ment all over the lot, and with the day
went brickbats, chunks of cement, bits
of old iron and other refuse. Over this
was spread fertHe soil to the depth of
two or three Inches. The inevitable
result was that nothing would grow
properly. Some day, wl~ much labor
and lo~
yard can be
made produ
1fJll take a lone
time.

*

*

*

THERE ARE MANY OTHER YARDS

in similar
to make
gardens of
di.appoint,
ing. w~ m
jUt
now, and we shall do 216'-1tundini fJlt
some time, but it may be worth while
for the owner of a lot, when he does
build on it, to have in mind the impor·
tance of keeping the lot itself In good
condition. The contractor should be re,
quired to remcmr from the premises the
clay that la taken from the basementevery shovelful of
er wtth all
debris t ~
during the
procNI
g. The owner should
reserve the black surface soil to be
spread where needed. Attention to these
details may coat sometlif,n1, but It will
be worth the
tisfaction.
IN A )fAG
BOY·
den Sparks, well-known writer on buainess topics, di8CUl8N tM l*CuritY that
a family can achfeve I.or I ~ on a little
"farm" of five acres. On such a place,
the writer say•
.f1mUY can produce
alm
food, 18d can have
food" in abundance, varJ;t# and quality
which in the city 11 wlthlil reach of only
the wealthy.

* * *

MK.
Wl$QS. 7$ UNDER·
stood that he fa.,.«mt:iifiig the po.aibW•
tfee
the flve-tcre plot as a source
food for the occupying family
!or cornme
rod
n. He would
,
, a 11
chickens, not too
re, and a vegeta
garden and fruit orchard in which everything would be produced that is suited
to the climate. He would grow most of
the feed for his animals. In this way the
family would be sure of plenty of good
food, whether in time of prosperity or
depression.

* * *

THE PICTURE IS A PLEASING
one, and it ls well drawn. And there
are many for whom it baa real meaning.
The family that the writer has in mind
would be one whose bread winner has
an iDcome from some regular occupa•
tion. He might be a mechanic, a clerk,
or an executive. He would not have to
depend on the five acres for anything
but food, but if the regular occupation
faHed !or a time the family would still
be sure of its shelter and itl food.

* OF
* THAT
* SORT IS
SOMEHTHING

actually being done In many parts of
the country, and ~hen war does not in•
terfere with the use of gasoline its pos-

sfblllties are vastly increased by tJie automobile. Then the person employed in
the city can be at his five acres in half
an hour or so, and with the shortening
of the working day he will have plenty
of time for such work as is needed at
home.

* *

* HIMSELF DOESN'T
MR. SPARKS
need to ,row Jdl ewn .food, but he likes
to do it, and the suggestions that he
makes are ~ f y the outgrowth of his
own
Henry Ford had a
ago, and he encourto have sizable plOlt
of town where th
part of their spare time
producing food. cniere need be no fear
that such a plan, followed on a large
scale, will interfere with the business of
commerclal :farming. Always there will
be milllona who wlU prefer strictly urban life and who WOUid !ind 1t difficult
to enjo)' life on tift aerea with a cow,
a pJs ana a·hen.

WHEN ALL IS SAID THAT CAN BE the immediate and imperative thing is

said on the subject the issue in the coal
controversy simmers down to the question whether the miners are more loyal
to their unions or to the United States
and the parallel question whether the operators are more greatly concerned with
what they conceive to be the interests of
their stockholders or to the welfare of
the nation in what may be its most crucial period. There has been blundering in
high places. There has been overlapping
of authority. There has been disastrous
unwilling~ess on the part of individuals
to assume responsibility which somebody
must assume. All of these things are reprehensible, but the cold fact that confronts the country is that with only a
few days' or at most a few weeks' supply
of coal in sight mines are closed, and
coal, indispensable to the domestic life
of the nation and to the prosecution of
its war effort, is not being produced.

*

*

*

THERE ARE ELEMENTS IN THE
situation which reach far back in time
which demand readjustment and in some
cases drastic reformation, but the demand of the moment will ot wait for
the rebuilding of an economic system.
Men in the . armed services are fighting
and dying on a dozen fronts, and unless
coal is produced promptly and in adequate
volume those men will presently be left
without arms, ammunition and supplies.
They will be reduced to the extremity of
giv~ng up the battle or fighting with bare
hands. Millions of homes will be dependent next winter on coal to make life possible, and every day's shut-down dimini~hes the supply of fuel .which will be
available in those homes.

.

-

*

*

*

- HOWEVER WE MAY ATTEMPT TO
assess the blame for present conditions,
hpwever deserved may be the condemnation which we may heap upon those who
should have planned more wisely and administered more effectively,
owever
clearly we may recognize the need for a
complete shaking up of all the factors
which have contributed to this debacle,

that the nation must have coal and must
have it now.. The miner who lays down
his tools, the operator who closes his
gates, while awaiting negotiation of a
contract more advantageous to him than
the last is committing an act of sabotage against the United States, and the
leaders, whatever their status, who promote such · delay are contributing to the
loss of American lives just as surely as is
the enemy submarine which launches a
torpedo against a loaded American transport.

*

*

*

PERHAPS THE MINERS OUGHT TO

have more pay than they have been re·
ceiving. On that point no one who is not
familiar with all the facts is competent
to form an opinion. But until the first of
April the miners produced coal at wages
which were agreed upon two years ago
and which then were considered satisfactory, plus certain readjustments which
have been made meanwhile. Living costs
have increased, but they have not increased to a point which rendered it impossible to continue through May and
June the kind of work that has been
done in March..Statements that the miners are starving are plain tommyrot.
Families do not starve at eight dollars a
day.
THE

. *

*

SITUATION

*

HAS

REACHED .

the point where the miners must choose '
'between what they may conceive to be
loyalty to their unions and obedience to
their leaders and the performance of their
plain duty to continue the production of
coal without delay or interruption. That
kind of obligation rests no .a lone on the
miners, but upon every Amtrican engaged in the production of an essential commodity. Let those intereste~ake what
requests they will for read stment of
wages, hours and working con itions. Let
those requests be examined fai y and let
proper adjustments be ordere But let
the work go on, and let those o interrupt it in any way be relegate
category where they belong.

I HAVE A WELCOME nETrER
from Mrs. Dave Stewart (Lula Shortridge) daughter of former Governor
Shortridge of North Dakota, who writes
from her home in San Diego, Calif., as
follows:
"Yesterday I met Mrs. James Fogarty
(Barbara Winship) on the street, and as
,ve don't often see one another these
days owing to war complications, we had
news to exchange, which I believe you
would find of interest, since it concerns
two North Dakotans as to birth and closely identified with Grand Forks in particular. I refer to our sons.
.
"George Winship Weego, grandson of
the George Winship of kindly memory to
all Grand Forks, is now a lieutenant colonel in the army service, stationed at
Fort Knox, Ky.
"Robert Shortridge Stewart, grandson
of former Governor Shortridge, is now
a lieutenant commander in the navy,
stationed at Camp Peary, Williamsburg,
Va. He has expectations of being sentsomewhere-soon.

*

*

*

THESE BOYS ARE OF THE SAME
age, and we have always kept in close
touch, and it is interesting to see how
their careers have kept pace. Old friends
back there will recall that our son, Robert, was carried out of the burning
Breevort block, asleep in his basket, when
less than a month old. We have more
reasons than one to remember Grand
Forks. Mr. Stewart and I were back there
two years ago, but found few old friends
still there. Time makes many changes.

*

*

*

FOR THE INF RMATION OF RE D-

ers wno may not know, ttie Breev9
block is just across the street from th
Hotel Dacotah. It was gutted by firei
many years ago. At that time the ground!
floor ·was occupied by M. Norman with
a large stock of furniture and undertaker's supplies. My most distinct recollection of that fire is of the vigor with
which D. MacDonald, also in the furniture and undertaking business, helped to
remove the stock of his business competitor from the building while the firemen were at work on the fire.

*

*

*

*

*

*'

*

*

*

I NEVER KNEW THE YOUNG SON
of Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, but I remember the little Weego boy as a toddler of
two or three years, and how he was the
apple of his grandfather Winship's eye.
His father, Mrs. Fogarty's first husband,
fought a long, courageous but losing battle against ill health. He died many years
ago. Now one of those boys is a lieutenant colonel in the army and the other a
lieutenant commander in the navy. How
time does fly!
YEARS AGO THEY TOLD US THAT
it wasn't ever going to rain any more,
or something to that effect. They tell of
a preacher who in a dry time prayed for
rain, and his prayer was answered more
liberally then he expected or desired. It
rained by the bucketful. It rained until everything was flooded. The preacher
prayed again, and among other things
he said "We wanted rain, Lord, but you
know, this is ridiculous."
WHILE WE HAVE HAD MORE RAIN
here than most of us wanted, we haven"t
had as much as some others. But I shall
cross my fingers as soon as I get this
paragraph written. Some place in South
Dakota is said to have had more than 7
inches of rain in one downpour. In Wisconsin's flood district it rained 15 days
out of 16. I hope we don't catch up with
either of those records.

SOME SIX YEARS AGO, MORE OR
Jess, a little Boston bull terrier, then not
much more than a pup, wandered away
from home, got down town, and was
picked up and taken to the police station and presently recovered by the owner. In the police station she had been
chained, which she did not like at all, for
.1he was not accustomed to it. Shere is a
.friendly little dog, and when strangers
come io the door she invariably welcomes
them with every evidence of cordiality.
But the other day a policeman came to
the house to remind the family that the
dog's license had not been renewed. Hearing the step of the approaching caller the
dog came frisking to the door as usual,
but when ahe saw the man In uniform
she dropped her ears, a~d would have
dropped her tail if she had one, and made
tracks into the house as fast as she
could go. Did that uniform remind her
of being chained up in a police cell years
ago? I wouldn't know, but animals often
give proof of tenacious memories.

* *

* MY FATH·
DURING MY CHILDHOOD
er borrowed my grandfather's little bay
mare to take the family to town to call
on frien&. Old Jin was a quiet, sedate
and tractable beast, without a sign of
trickiness or temperamentalism. In town
.she was stabled in a barn at the rear of
the lot, and sometime later there was
heard a racket as if the barn were being
torn down. The men rushed out to see
what was the matter, and they found the
little mare trembling with fright and doing her best to wreck the building. Someone had started killing pigs in the next
barn, and the explanation for Jin's behavior was that she had gone into spasms
whj she smelled the blood.

*

*

*

THAT MAY OR MAY NOT HAVE
been the real reason, but it was the only
one that occurred to anybody. The mare
was- quieted with some difficulty and
driven home. With one exception she remained her usual quiet, unemotional self,
but for years thereafter ·whenever my
father approached her she would rear
and plunge and repeat the tantrums of
years before. Again an explanation was
offered-there has to be an explanation,
right or wrong, for everything. It was
that the mare remembered her fright and
associated my father with it. No more
pig-killing for her!

*

* .*

FROM CERTAIN ETHIOPIAN SOUR·

ces comes the suggestion that the finest
body of trained Ethiopian troops-and
they have some good ones-be made the
spe~rhead· of the forthcoming Allied in·
vasion of Italy. There would be a sort of
poetic justice in that. The Ethiopians
have good reason to remember the It·
alian invasion of their country. Not only
did the Italians fi ht soldier to soldier

which i~ a necessary part of the desper-/
at~ busm~ss o~ war, but their airmen
raided native villages far in the interior
and when the naked savages ran in ter~
ror from the oncoming l'll.onsters the
were machine-gunned as they fle
Y
the machine-gunners pronounced it "good
sport." No wonder the Ethiopians would
like to get a crack at Italy.

*

*

*

*

*

*

THAT TEST IN HISTORY GIVEN TO
college .freshmen by the New York Times
continues to be the subject of animated
controversy. I have learned that some
weeks ago pupils in the Central high
school in Grand Forks were given a test
on questions selected from the Times list,
such questions relating to subjects appropriate to the grades tested. The aver•
age of correct replies was considerable
better than the average of college fresh·
men on the same questions as given in
the Times summary.
IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THIS DIF·

erence may be due in part to the fact that
the high school students came to the test
.fresh from their study of those subjects,
whereas there had been time tor the college students to forget some of the things
they had learned. That many of the facts
learned are forgotten, or so nearly forgotten that they cannot be recalled with
accuracy, is a matter of common knowl·
edge. All of us have that experience. And,
if principles are thoroughly absorbed,
one can afford to forget a lot of facts.
If he needs them he will know where to
fi~d them. •

I HAVE JUST RECEIVED A COPY
of a handsomely executed booklet, appropriately done in gold, issued in recog•
nition of the fiftieth anniversary of the
founding of the Deaconess hospital in
Grand Forks. The actual anniversary
was in 1942, but unforeseen obstacles delayed publication until this year. The hospital, originally known as St. Luke's, was
founded in 1892 by the late Dr. J. E.
Engstad, and the present booklet contains
an intimate story of its founding and
earlier years by the founder's widow,
Mrs. Mathilda C. Engstad.

sold to the Deaconess Hospifal corpora•
tion, which still operates it, and under
which it acquired its present name.

*

*

*

MRS. ENGSTAD'S STORY IS A MOV· 1
ing one of pioneer work in an important 1
field, and of the trials and difficulties
which are apt to be associated with pioneer work, as well as of successes achiev·
ed. Dr. James Grassick, a classmate of
Dr. Engstad at Rush, contributes to the
record a brief and characteristic article,
emphasizing the ideals associated with f
hospital work · and medical practice, and
paying tribute to the memory of his old
friend.
MRS. ENGSTAD TELLS OF HER
husband's arrival in Grand Forks, a
* *
young man fresh from college, scantily
THE BOOK CONTAINS AN INTROsupplied with worldly goods, but full of duction by Dr. Richard Beck, also factual
hope and enthusiasm. That was in 1885, and statistical articles from his pen on
and the young man having looked over the history of the hospital and of the
what there was of Grand Forks, deter- school of nursing which is a part of the
mined to make the place his home, and establishment. There are portraits of Dr.
determined, also, to build a hospital as Engstad and of the late Amund Ostmo,
soon as it became possible, for the town who was business manager of the instihad no such institution save as tempor- tution from 1915 until his death in 1938.
ary quarters were fitted up for emergen- There are illustrations also, of hospital
cy use in a vacant residence.
exteriors and interiors and portraits of
members of the board of trustees, with
*
THE CORNER STONE OF THE NEW J. A. Alphson, O. H. Overland, manager,
·building was laid September 15, 1891, and M. 0. Hegg, John Falkanger, John
and the building was opened to service H. Vold, Henry Holt, Judge E. c. Leback·
in January, 1892. St. Luke's was the first en and Peter Roland.
hospital built . for that purpose in Grand
* *
Forks, and the first in America built and
THE PRESENT HOSPITAL IS MUCH
privately owned by a Scandinavian. The larger than the original building, several
first patient was a Mrs. M. Maarn of addditions having been made, and in
Hatton, N. D., who was treated success- equipment it has kept pace with the
.fully for diphtheria. The first patient on progress of medical science. Members of
whom an operation was performed was a the medical staff are listed, with a good
woman who came from 40 miles south on portrait of their chief, Dr. H. W. F. Law,
the Minnesota side of the river.
and there are also portraits of Miss Alma
Norum, superintendent of nurses and di·
* * *
DEMAND FOR ACCOMMODATIONS rector. of the school of nursing, and Miss
at the new hospital increased rapidly. The Lucille ,Paulson, instructor in the school
typhoid epidemic placed a great strain on of nursing.
the facilities, for not only were all the
* * *
rooms crowded, but cots were placed in
ONE FEATURE IS THE LIST OF
t~e corridors wherever room could be graduates from the school of nursing
found for them. In 1899 the hospital was from
1907 to the present. That list should
be interesting to many persons w.ho have
received treatment in the hospital. for \
here and there will be found in it the
names of nurses who are remembered for
their kindly ministrations in hours of
pain, the kind of service to which the
institution is dedicated, and which it has l
performed so well in these 50 years.
,~

* * *.

*

* *

*

A MONTREAL DISPATCH TELLS OF
the death in that city of a man who assisted in arranging for the first long dis•
tance telephone call ever made. The distance covered was only about 10 miles,
but being from one town to another it
could properly be called "long distance."
The man who aided in that experiment
lived to see the expansion of telephone
service throughout the world. Whijt was
once a miracle has become commonplace
within the lifetime of one man. The Montreal message reads:
"Lewis Brown McFarlane, who in 1876
listened to a "crank" and thus permitted
Alexander Graham Bell to make the first
long
. distance telephone call in the world,
died today at 91.
"McFarlane, former president of the
Bell Telephone company of Canada retired in 1925 as president and in
as
chairman of the board.
"An orphan, McFarlane began work as
a messenger with the Montreal Telegraph, Company. He rose to a~tant of
the managing director who one day received a letter asking permission to use
the firm's Brantford-Paris (Ont.) line to
·test the long distance possibilities of a
new invention, the telephone. McFarlane's
superior told him to file the letter away
and forget it but the young man argued
and was told to do as he pleased. Thus
Bell ·obtained permission for his experiment.
"McFarlane later became an assistant
o.f the organizer o.f the Bell Telephone

1900

Company of Canada, became managing
director in 1911 and president four years
later.
"At one period in his early career McFarlane left Canada and worked in Tennessee, New Orleans and St. Paul, Minn.,
intending to stay in the United States. A
visit home, however, resulted in his rejoining the telegraph company.''

*

*

*

*

*

*

THAT STORY INTERESTED ME BE·
cause when that telephone conversation
was sent I was a boy attending a rural
school only three miles from Brantford
and only two miles from the country
home of Alexander Melville Bell, father
of the inventor of the telephone. There
were vague reports in the neighborhood
that young Bell was doing something
with wires, and the general opinion was
that he was wasting his time.

THE LONG DISTANCE CONVERSA·
tion between Brantford and Paris was
successful in every way, and prominent
people sat in to observe the marvel, in
which most of them had little faith. In
his own story of the telephone, Dr. Bell
tells of the surprise which he had when
he heard the voice of his father over the
wire. The elder Bell had been away, but
had returned unexpectedly in the evening
of the experiment, and, unknown to his
son, he sat at one end of the wire, and
sent congratulations in his own voice.

* * *

SOME TIME AGO I PUBLISHED A
little mathematical problem which had
been sent by a friend. I have had several
letters about It, but only one correct
answer. S. D. Lincoln sends the correct
algebraic solution. The problem is as
follows:
When a man presented a check for
payment the cashier made a mistake,
transposing the figures representing dollars and cents respectively. Not noticing
this the recipient left with the money.
After he had spent $3.50 he found that he
still had twice as much money as the
cheek called for. For what amount was
th~ check drawn?

*

*

*

THE ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF. THE
check was $14.32. The friend who sent the
problem had worked it out algebraically,
~nd !vir. Li~coln's solution is practically
identical with his. One correspondent
would like to have me publish the solution, but ordinary type does not lend itself to algebraic statements.

THE GREAT RINGLIN(J, BARNUM
and Bailey circus closed its SfVeral weeks
at Madison Square Garden, New York,
recently, and gave its first .tented show
of the season at Pliiladelphia, playing to
a crowd of 14,000, which was 500 beyond
the seating capacity of its new tent. The
event was important to Leonard Aylesworth, a former Grand Forks man, who is
superintendent of canvass for the circus,
a job which may be described as similar to that of superintendent of buildings and grounds in other and less mobile plants.

*

*

*

without confusion, may be packed, transported and reassembled with equal
quickness aQd accuracy. The first day
was naturally one of anxiety for the de,.
signer, and he breathed more easily when
the test was over and no flaw appeared
anywhere. Aylesworth left Grand Forks
years ~go to accompany the circus, and
he has risen step by step until he has
reached his present responsible position
in the greatest organization of its kind
in the world.

* *

* SOURCES COME Rt.
FROM MANY
ports of the winter killing of trees,
shrubs and perennials. Among the trees
the Chinese elm seems to have been the
greatest sufferer, for the branches of
most of those trees are as bare now as
in January. Not all of the trees are killed
of course, for many of them will start
up again from the roots. Not only these
trees, but some of the native elms have
suffered, though damage to the latter is
. le~s noticeable. Syringa seems to have .
suffered most among the shrubs, though
the syringa often suffers from winter
killing. Damage among the »erennial
plants is also reported to have been severe.

THE TENT USED BY THE SHOW AT
its Philadelphia opening was designed by
Aylesworth, who during the winter has
had a crew of 70 men and women sewing
the heavy material and doing other work
necessary on construction of the big top.
The new tent is 540 feet long by 120 feet
wide, 120 feet longer than the one used
last year, and its seating capacity is 13,500. In designing the ~ent Aylesworth
abandoned some of the streamlined innovations which were introduced during the
past few years, and r~turned to earlier
and long-tested circus methods. The new
tent is white instead of colored, and it
uses six main poles instead of the sup* * *
ONE THEORY THAT HAS BEEN ADports more recently used. It covers three
vanced to account for all this damage is
rings and two stages.
that excessive rain last fall· was largely
* * *
responsible for it. Last year there were
THE OPENING DATE WAS A TEST heavy ·rains through much of the sumof the adaptability of the tent to the mer, and the soil was thoroughly saturexacting requirements of circus opera- ated. The rains continued until late in the
tion. Cords, poles, and the great strips fall, and the tendency was for vegetation
of canvass must all fit together as accur- to keep on growing. Plant growth of all
ately as the parts of an automobile in kinds was full of water, and the late
order that it may be erected quickly and growth was green and soft. Then, when
heavy :freezing· weather struck this im•
mature growth it was unable to resist.
Result, a lot of dead · trees and shrubs
and other plants. The theory sounds rea•
sonable.

*

*

*

I AM TOLD THAT IN CALIFORNIA
orange trees will stand considerable
frost without great damage if they go
into winter with their wood hard and
dry, but if given too much water in the
fall they are likely to be killed by even a
moderate frost. For a similar reason nur•
sery men usually warn their customers
against heavy watering of the Chinese
~Im late in the fall.

JUNE 15 WAS THE ONE HUND·
dredth anniversary of the birth of Ed·
ward Grieg, the famous Norwegian cont·
poser, and wherever there are Norwegians or those of Norse ancestry, thoughts
turned to the work of the northern master who gave utterance in music to the
spirit of Norway as no other has done,
and whose work also stimulated that spirit and has helped to keep it alive even
through the trials to which the people of
the gallant little nation are now being
subjected. Doubtless, also, the anniversary recalled to George Morkrld, 1218
University avenue, a pleasing incident of
· which I have heard him speak.

about so tall," indic~ai with his hand,
as one sometimes i cates the size of
the big fish that got .a ay. Then he would
be ridiculed for telling such a tall story,
for of course tulips couldn't grow to that
size. In order to be able to talk facts he
measures some of them which scored
just 33 inches, which, just for compari·
son, is probably two or three inches more
than the height of your dining-room table.

*

*

*

NOT ONLY ARE SOME OF MR. PEDerson's tulips unusually tall, but others
are showing one of the interesting peculiarities of tulips. Solid colors are becoming variegated. Those in one bed which
were formerly solid yellow are streaked
and spl~shed with red, and some of the
* * *
MR. MORKRID WAS BORN IN THE combinations thus presented are exceedBERGEN DISTRICT AND SPENT HIS ingly interesting.
childhood and youth there. His father had
* WILD IN SOME OF
a farm in a valley flanked by steep
TULIPS GROW
mountains, a district frequented by many the countries along the eastern Meditertourists because of its picturesque scen- ranean and well into Asia. It is from that
ery. In addition to his other activities, area that most of our cultivated tulips
the elder Morkrid kept ponies for the ac- have come. But science has done such
commodation of tourists who wished to wonders with them that there is only
ascend the m9>untain trails. To young slight resemblance between the modern
George, when ' he was of suitable age, flowers and their great-grandparents.
was often assigned the duty of conduct- Nevertheless, their is a strain of inhering tourists on those mountain trips.
itance running through them and this
often crops out in beds of long standing
* * *
or
that have been subjected to severe
ON ONE OCCASION IT WAS THE
shocks.
boy's task to conduct into the mountains
none other than the great musician
* *
Grieg. At one especially beautfiul spot,
THE BEST THAT THE WEATHER
high up on the mountain side, Grieg dis- man has been able to do for us of late is
mounted, as did his guide. The sun shone to promise us "little temperature change."
on water tumbling over rocks, and the air He may be a little reluctant to threaten
was filled with the sound of falling water us with ·"rain as usual," but he would be
and singing birds. The composer stood as perfectly safe in doing so. If this sort of
if entranced, looking over the beautiful thing keeps up we $hall all be growing
scene and seeming to keep time to the web feet and feather• and going around
sounds that he heard. As he turned to re- saying "quack, quack."
sume the journey he remarked on the
beauty of the music that nature was providing. Probably that scene is given in·
terpretation in one or more of his compositions.

* *

*

*

*

*

AT HIS HOME AT 1205 COTTON·
wood street W. A. Pederson has some tu•
lips still in bloom that I am sure are the f
tallest I ever saw. I looked them over ·
some days ago when nobody was home,
and I guessed their height at three feet.
Since then Mr. Pederson has told me that
in talking about flowers with his friends
he has sometimes mentioned that he had
some unusually tall tulips, and when ask·
ed how tall they were he would say "Oh,

\

THERE IS NO PROSPECf THAT THE of strangers have moved into their state
United States will suffer material damage .from bombing. That possibility would
e$,t it the United Nations were to go
through the war on the defensive, fighting a constantly losing battle until the
enemy gained complete mastery of the
sea and the air. Then his fleets of planea
could fly over our land, dropping deatruction at will. That condition doe.s not
exJst, nor is anything even remotely resembling it in the picture of the future.
It la the enemy who 11 fighting the losing battle and being forced back gradu·
ally upon his home defenses. There ls
every reason for confidence that this condltlon will be more and more SU'OllllY
accientuated until he ldla down fn defeat.

1'-

*

*

*

*

*

Ai.W.&.D, :&oWEVEB,
the posslbmty 'that a plane, or a few
planes, may slip throuah our guard and'
iirifllct local damage on our industries or
our reaources. The Japanese seem to have
heir hands tall bl the Aleutians just
now, but sporadic raids on our west
coast, possibly froJJJ. submarine-bo:cne
planes, are conceivable. A. sinale bomb
dropped on one of the coast cltles would
be annoying and might do some damage.
There are occasiona1 reports of planes ·
dropping incendiary bombs on our westem forests, and with weather conditlons
favorable a fores~ fire might prove of
ome importance. The Atlantia has been
narrowed in effect until its crosaing ts a
matter of a few hours. A non-stop flight
from Germany to New York probably
would be auicidal, but it ls possible.

*

to respond to the call !or war workers.
Many o! those persons lack ties sufficiently strong to draw them back to their
former homes. They find themselves lnl
a pleasant climate where living conditions are easy and attractive. Probably
µiost o! them will come through the war
period without funds. If they stay where
they are, which many thousands will prefer to do, their presence will constitute
a real and perplexing problem for Cali!ornla, and they have lived there long
enough to acquire all the rights of state
citizenship. They cannot be deported.

*

*

*

AMBBIOA, TOO, WD.,L FACE THE
problem of rebUllding millions of homes,
not that the buildihgs have been destroyed or injured, but much of ,the spirit that
makes home what it should be has gone
out of them. Patriotic demands and attractive wages have drawn many women
into war service or industrial work. As a 1
rule those who have gone into service
with the several branches of the armed
f9rces are young and without home relatlonships which need suffer greatly .from
their absence. ~t there is an army of
women enga&ed in war work and in civ•
illan industries who have been the keepers of the homes and on Whom has rested th«t chief responsiblllty for the train•
ing of children. Withdrawal of those
women from their customary activities
has left mill1ons of children without the
training, the companionship and the dis~
clpllne essential to the development of
sound character.

*

*

*

OJ(MtlJSANCl!l RAIDS ARE
WBBN TBl8 PROBLEM IS MENpossible tJ11e1 eoUld not affect the course tioned the comment has been made someWHILE

of the wAt. After the war we shall not
be con.fronted with problems such as
must be met in Britain, Germany and
Italy, where great city areas have been
reduced to rubhie and great populaUons
have been rendered homeless. Nevertheless, we shall face problems of reconstruction no less grave and no less uraent than those which will confront our
eighbors.
lfr

*

*

bi MANY OF OUR CITIES GREAT
pUmts have been built specifically for the
production of war material. Presumably
some of them will remain intact, to be
converted t'Q peace-time uae and to supplement the production of peace-time
goods for whleh there will be extraordin·
ary demand. But so:nte of them must be
scmpped, for they are not located where
production would be economical. A -great
army of workers must find new employment and new homes, and the ~djustment of industry and of employment will
be a tremendous task.

*

*

*

MANY CALIFORNIANS ARE FILLED

with anxie

eeta. Mtlliona

times that while the humber of women
employed in industry in the United States
is larae, the proportion is far less than in
Great Britain, and the situation in Britain seems to be well in hand. But the
conditions in the two countries are so different that no worth-while comparison
between them on the basis of numbers is
pouible. For many years Great Britain
has had a large proportion of Its women
employed in industry, and with the ll'adual .growth of that practice provision
has been made gradually to meet the
problems created. Day nurseries, supervised games, community kitchens and
other .facilities for taking care of the
children of employed mothers have become standard there, and when the war
emergency appeared and the number of
women wage-workers increased it was
necessary only to apply tested methods
already in use on a somewhat larger
scale. In the United States there was
scarcely any of this experience, and we
must begin almoat at the beginning to
devise methods to deal with a new problem, a problem which must be solved If
American !tome ls to endure.

the

I

WOODROW McBRID , OF MILTON,
N. D., sends an interesting solution of
the check problem which was given in
this column a few weeks ago. The problem briefly stated is this:
In cashi·ng a check the error was made
of substituting dollars for cents and cents
for dollars. Before noticing the error the
owner of the check spent $3.50 of the
money. He then found that he still had
twice the sum called for by the check.
What was the amount of the check? The
answer is $14.32. The check was cashed
for $32.14. After spending $3.50 the owner still had $28.64 left.

large scale some of ihe present inven•
tions of amateurs.

*

* *

*

*

NO ONE CAN.ESTIMATE THE PART
that mechanization has played in the development of agriculture. On recent years
the machine has displaced the horse in
many operations, but the horse itself is
a part of the great scheme of evolution.
The savage grubbed in the earth with a
pointed stick. Then he had his wives
pull the stick while he guided it. Then
someone conceived the brilliant idea of
hitching the family cow to the stick, and
presently the horse was substituted for
the cow. There are still many parts of
*
THE CORRESPONDENT
WHO SENT the world where plowing is done with
fn the problem also sent his solution, what is little more than a pointed stick
worked algebraically. Another corre- drawn by an ox.
spondent sent the correct solution, also
*
worked algebraically in a manner almost
ALTHOUGH THE METAL PLOW IS
identical with the first. Mr McBride uses fai-rly ancient, as is the use of horses to
algebra in his solution, and his method pull it, there are many little farms where
is much simpler and more direct than the "plowing" is done by hand, the fields
his others. I can see no flaw in it, but .being too small for the economical use
I am forwarding it to the propounder of of horse-power. My grandfather brought
the problem that he may check it over. with him from England an enormous
As I stated: in the first place, the answer spade which had been on common use
can be reached without algebra, by in- in his part of England for turning over
spection and a little experimentation. the soil. It had a broad, rounded blade
But this rule-of-thumb method would and a cross-piece at the end of the hanconsume too much time of larger quan- dle, and such implements were custotities were involved.
marily used by teams of three men, each
of whom made two cuts with his spade
SUNDAY'S HERALD *HAD A PIC- and then all together turned the sod over.
ture of a motor cultivator built by two In Canada the fi,elds were larger and
city teachers from parts of old bicycles, there was no use for such an implement.
a washing machine and other odds and but it was an amusing thing for a small
ends. It is to be used in cultivating sev- boy to experiment with.
eral acres of carrots and onions on which
* GASOLINE
the two inventors intend to spend their
PLOWING WITH THE
summer vacation. Victory gardening has tractor is quite modern, but steam plowstimulated the inventiveness of many in- ing was in vogue in England nearly a
dividuals, and gadgets of all sorts have century ago. On some of the larger esbeen devised and built of scraps to simp· tates gang plows were drawn from one
lify the problem of cultivating the soil end of a field to the other by means of
and keeping the weeds down. The object stationary engines and cables. Sometimes
of such devices is to speed operations and there was an engine at each end of the
save human labor. Probably most of field, and in other cases an endless cable
them will be discarded after the war, ran around pulleys.
having served their purpose, but out of
* * *
the lot there may come several that will
COLONEL FRANK VIETS IS CRED·
have permanent value, and future fac. jted with having brought the first steel
tories may be engaged in producing on a plow into the Red river valley, as he
also built here the first flour mill. The
original breaking plow was long and
slim and of soft steel which could be
drawn out to a sharp edge by skillful
hammering while cold, whereas the stubble plow had a sharper curve and needed to be heated in order to be properly
drawn out.

* *

*

*

* *

IN 1935 TORU HATSUMOTO :AND
his wife left Japan in protest against the
militaristic policies of that country. They
have established their home at Larchmont, N. Y. Since coming to the United
States Mr. Hatsumoto has been graduated from Union Theological Seminary, and
he would soon be ordained as a minister
in the Reformed Church of America. He
is a· member of the staff of the International Y. ·M. C. A. and is working for
the committee for resettlement of Japa·
nese Americans under the sponsorship of
the Federal Council of Churches of·
Christ in America.

*

*

*

AT THEIR LARCHMONT HOME THE
Hatsumotos have had the respect and
confidence of their neighbors and have
been known for the earnestness with
which they are trying to inoculate in the
mind of their 4-year-old son the ideals of
true Americanism. Like most of their
neighbors they have a Victory garden ·a nd
they have taken pride in its appear~nce.
The other morning they found that .every
peony in the garden had been cut, apparently with a knife, or trampel to the
ground. Neighbors viewing the wreck
were indignant, and with one accord they
contributed plants from their own gardens and planted them with their own
hands until the damage was repaired as
nearly as possible.

*

*

*

NO OTHER GARDEN IN THE VILiage was touched, and from the footprints
· left it is assumed that the vandalism was
committed by one man because the victims were Japs. Native Japanese residents of the United States and the Amer..
ican-born of Japanese ancestry are in a
difficult situation no matter how great
their loyalty to the United States may be.
Among them it is not always easy to distinguish the loyal friend from the secret
enemy. But in the above case there was
no reason for confusion. Such an act of
brutal vandalism, the outgrowth of unreasoning prejudice~ is truly regrettable.
But perhaps it is more than offset by the
spontaneous and hearty response of the
neighbors who came so gallantly to the
rescue.

*· *

*

JOHN CHAMBERLAIN, OF THE
New York Times, in reviewing Stewart
Edward White's new book of essays,
"Speaking for Myself," says that summer
is thetime for reading essays. If. he b~
comes interested in a novel he ~1~ read
on,' letting the beans go unwee. ~ an
the potatoes unsprayed. An exc1tmg argument about the future of Eur?pe ~ill
even make him forget to go .sw1mmmg.
But with a book of essays, each complete
. . itself it's different. One can read an
~~say, then hoe a row, then read another
essay and so on all day.

'

*

*

*

STE·W ART EDWARD WHITE'S OLD
Chinese family servant seems to . have
had a somewhat similar idea. He was able
t run the house with no interference 1
f~om the family, and he had his own way \
of alternating jobs. He would serve the \

first diner course, tlien slip upstairs an·d

j

turn down the beds. Then he might re·
turn and announce, "Missy White, to•
night you put on clean nightgown," and
if guests were shocked it would be expjlained to them that tomorrow · was
laundry day, and Toy needed the other
nightgown to put with the rest of the
clothes. I imagine White's book will make
good reading.

*

*

*

FOUR SCHOOLMATES OF MINE
made a practice of alternating hoeing
corn with swimming. They were big
strapping fellows, and one of their fields,
always planted to corn, was Jevel land
running from the house and barn to the
river. During the hoeing season the boys
worked in the field, wearing the customary summer garb for boys of the neigh•
borhood-cotton overalls, cotton shirt,
straw hat, and nothing else. Taking a row
apiece they would hoe down to the river
then jump in and swim for a few min- I
utes. Then they would .hoe a row back to {
the other end of the field and down to
the river again, and jump in again. They
would keep that up all day, and each time
their clothes would dry in a few minutes
in the hot sun. One of those boys, the
youngest, about my age, is still living,
and I reminded him a few years ago of
that pleasant method of hoeing corn.

r

r

TRAVEL CONDITIONS, LIKE ALI,;
others, have been changed by the impact
of war. No longer does the traveler by
train turn over the back of a seat on the
day coach to make a double seat of it,
seat himself on one side and place his
feet, with bags and other impedimenta, on
the other, and use for one person the
space that was intended for four. He is
lucky if he gets a seat at all. He is just as
likely to be compelled t~ stand for hours
in a crowded aisle or perch himself on
the arm of a seat occupied bY: some other
person~

*

*

*

*

*

*

THERE WAS A TIME WHEN THE
railroad was expected to provide a seat
.for every passenger, and its neglect or
inability to do so brought on more than
one lawsuit. During a sudden rush of
travel some passenger would refuse to
pay his fare unless he were given a seat,
and when the harassed conductor was
unable to supply 100 persons when there
were only 50 seats, the passenger would
go to court and the road would have a
lawsuit on its hands. We have forgotten
all that and no longer demand that the
roads perform such impossibilities. The
would-be traveler how considers himself
fortunate if he is able to board the train
at all and hang on by his eyelids.
THERE WAS A TIME WHEN THE
passenger could walk up to the wicket
five minutes before train time and demand a lower berth or a section, and get
it. Now no one thinks of such a possibili·
ty. He applies for a reservation two weeks
in advance. A week later, if he is lucky,
he is advised that his application is granted. When the time comes for him to travel he presents his credentials and is informed that the space which he reserved
has been commandeered by some military
person, so he can stay at home,, or walk.

*

*

*

HOWEVER, TRANSPORTATION CONditions have been changing through all
the years since people began to move
from place to place. Some years ago there
was published a story in which the author
,ought to novelize what he conceived to
'oe the conditions of life among human beings of the most primitive type, and he
:lescribed the amazement of the tribesmen when their brilliant leader demonatrated that a long would float, and that
several logs fastened together would
serve as a raft to carry persons and goods
across water. I never believed that the art

t

of traveling by water was tlie conscious
invention of any one person. I assume
that young savages, playing near the water, occasionally went in and soon learned
to swim. They must have observed that
branches and logs floated, and they must
often have amused themselves by riding
floating longs. The rest would be a natural process of gradual development. The
rowboat, the sailing ship and the modern
liner were merely steps in the process~

*

*

*

*

*

*

MY FIRST RAILROAD RIDE WAS
when I was about two years old. Of the
ride I remember nothing, but I do re•
member some of the incidental accom•
paniments. My next train ride was at the
age of about 15, and it was a real adventure. The branch-line train was moved by
a wood-burning locomotive, and when we
attained the dizzy speed of 20 miles an
hour I was properly thrilled. On that and
succeeding trips over the same road I
took wise precautions against boarding
the wrong train at the junction where we
changed cars. I carried my belongings in
a carpet-bag-made of real carpet, and
while I could just as well have carried it
on the coach with me, I checked it. At the
junction I would hurry forward to the
baggage car, watch for my bag, follow it,
and board the train on which they put it.
At Palmerston, another junction, we stopped for meals. There I would follow my
conductor into the hotel dining room and
keep one eye on him while I ate. Then I
would follow him out to the train. I never took the wrong train, and never got
left. My system worked perfectly.
I MUST HAVE BEEN 18 BEFORE I
saw the inside of a dining car. Fast
trains passed through our town, but they
didn't stop long, and I was working and
had no opportunity to inspect dining cars.
But we heard of them. And the marvel
was not only that one could be served,
and eat, a regular meal on the moving
train, but that he could actually have a
glass of water on the table before him
and it wouldn't spill-or not · often. Americans find British trains "funny," and
the British are similarly impressed by
ours. The British train has compartments which open at the side instead of
at the end. A little experience usually
convinces residents of each country that
the trains of the other are specially adapted to travel conditions in that country.
British towns are only short distances
apart, and for all but limited trains the
stops are frequent. To make good time,
which those trains do, they must be
loaded and unloaded quickly. This is accomplished by the numerous side doors.
Our distances are greater and our stops
less frequent.

Observations
WHE1'HER OB NOT SUBSIDIES
should be paid by the government for
production of food, or of anything else is
a question which has been the subject of
more or less acrimonious debate. But it is
clear that payment of subsidies without
price control would be worse than useless.
It would add one more burden to the already heavy load of taxation without dl·
.1pinishing in any way the cost of living.
IT

*

*

*

is PRECISELY BECAUSE PRICE

control must accompany the payments of
subsidies that subsidies are opposed by
~qme of the groups now actively arrayed
against them. Those groups demand an
open market, with prices governed as in
time of peace by supply and demand.
Those who take that position ignore compietely the fact that the nation is at war,
and that war creates conditions which
cannot be treated on a peace-time basis.

*

*

*

WITHOUT PRICE CONTROL WE
should quickly find ourselves in a dizzy
whirl of inflation. Increased prices of
commodities would lead to irresistible demands for wage increases and higher la·
bor costs would in turn necessitate high·
er prices. To that sort of progression
there could be no end save the crash that
invariably follows such a course of inflation. Yet the very conditions which
inevitably promote inflation are advocated by some of those who would suffer
most from the inflation which would follow. Each special interest appears blind
to the fact that it cannot have inflation
all by itself. Each seems to forget that
whatever benefits it realizes from grossly
increased income must be sacrificed to
the demands of other groups equally inJdstent on more money~

*

*

*

ONE EFFECT OF THE NEW TAX
law which takes effect July 1 will be
that the wage worker who heretofore has
neglected or refused to pay income taxes
will be paying them with-to him-distressing regularity. Probably there are
not many cases of that kind, but occas•
sionally one hears of a case in ~hich

Ir W. P. Davle1

some person Jfas made his income tax
return, showing money due the government, but has paid no tax. The point is
that there are penalties of fine, imprisonment or both for neglect or refusal to
file ~n income tax return, but none for
failure to pay the tax for which the return calls. The government can collect,
of course, if it can find anything on which
to levy, but sometimes that is impossible.
Under the new law the proportionate
share of the tax will be withheld from
each wage or salary check as it is drawn.
That will insure payment of taxes by
many persons from whom collections
coulq not possibly have been made~

*

*

*

HERETOFORE INCOME TAXES COV•
ering the preceding year could be paid in
a lump sum on March 15 or could be
made in equal quarterly installments.
This year because of pending changes in
the law even most of those who have been
in the habit of paying their entire tax on
March 15 have made quarterly payments
in March and June. Those payments,
based on last year's income, will in most
cases just about equal the tax due on in•
comes for the first six months of 1943
and they will be credited against this
year's income instead of against that of
1942~

* * *

NEXT MARCH 'JllE TAXPAYER
must make out his return as usual for the
preceding year-1943-and all the payments which he has made this year, the
two quarterly installments plus the with•
holding tax for the second half of the
year, will be credited against the tax due
for that year and whatever difference exists will then be adjusted. The taxpayer
may have to pay a trifle more or be entitled to a refund. Payment of the tax
computed on the 1942 income will not be
required for two years. Thereafter certain percentages of it will be payable in
two annual installments, in some cases
all of it, and in others 75 per cent of it
being canceled. There are those who believe that the law requiring such subsequent pa)l'.Illents will later be changedi

THE HERALD HAS RECENTLY
published several articles dealing with the
research which led to the development of
radar, the device by means of which
planes or ships can be detected at the distance of many miles, regardless of darkness, smoke or fog. The principle discovered is given practical application in the
construction of instruments of precision
by means of which it is not only possible
to detect the approach of an enemy plane
While it is still at a distance of many
miles, but to learn its altitude, speed and
direction of movement and take accurate
aim at it with anti-aircraft weapons. Not
only is this theoretically possible, but it
is done successfully in actual practice.

*

*

*

PIONEER IN THE RESEARCH
which resulted in this marvel, and persistent worker through all stages of its
development has been Dr. A. H. Taylor,
who about 30 years ago was head of the
physics department of the University of
North Dakota, and who was then known
for his enthusiasm in all phases of physical res·e arch. He was known also for a
keen sense of humor which often found
expression in crisp and epigrammatic
statement. Leading a discussion on matters of physics he told of discoveries in
the composition of matter, and how it
had been learned that instead of the atom
being the ultimate unit it has been resolved into some of its component parts,
with further divisions into units of energy to be expected. Asked what was the
physical nature of these imponderable
divisions he replied thoughtfully, "Well,
I suppose if you were to put your finger
on one of them, there wouldn't be anything there."

DR. TAYLOR, lw1s NOT ONLY A
student of firearms and their behavior,
but he was an expert in their use. I
wonder if he remembers having his rifle
confiscated for violation of a local ordinance. He enjoyed taking long walks, carrying with him a small rifle with which
he would knock over a gopher or a crow
or shoot at a mark. On a fine winter
Sunday he took one of those long walks
on the river, sometimes traveling on the
ice and sometimes following a path in
the snow through part of Lincoln park.
On one of those meanderings through the
park he was accosted by Van Dusen,
then park superintendent. There was, and
I suppose there still is, an ordinance
making it a misdemeanor to discharge or
carry firearms within any of the Grand
Forks par~s, and Dr. Taylor was placed
under arrest for violation of the ordinance.

* * *

HE PROTESTED THAT HE WAS NOT
aware of the ordinance, that he had not
fired his rifle while in the park and had
not intended to do so, but merely carried
it while walking through, that he would
be careful not to commit such an error
again, and that his arrest would be unfortunate from every standpoint because
of his position in the University. But Van
Dusen was a literalist without much imagination, and insisted on taking Taylor
into custody or holding his rifle as a guarantee for his appearance. Reluctantly
Taylor yielded his rifle, but before time
for his appearance in court he stated his
case to a member of the park board who
advised the superintendent to return the
rifle and forget the incident.

*

*

*

THUS FAR NO GREAT WAR SONG
has come out of this war, and comment
is often made between this war and the
first World war in this respect. In a published letter Lieut. Price Erich, of the
United States Naval Reserve, gives what
he believes to be the explanation. This,
he says, is not a singing army because
the men are engaged in what they understand to be a grim and desperate un•
dertaking and they are approaching the
job with the sort of cold and deadl~ determination which does not lend itself
to expression in song. One gathers that
he thinks it more likely that the army
will burst into song when it is actually
going over the top, as in triumphant i~vasion of Germany or Japan. But the air
corps boys at the University are one of
the singingest outfits that one can find.
They haven't found the really big song
yet, but they sing, and sing well.

